Elevated endothelial Sox2 causes lumen disruption and cerebral arteriovenous malformations
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Lumen integrity in vascularization requires fully differentiated endothelial cells (ECs). Here, we report that endothelial-mesenchymal transitions (EndMTs) emerged in ECs of cerebral arteriovenous malformation (AVMs) and caused disruption of the lumen or lumen disorder. We show that excessive Sry-box 2 (Sox2) signaling was responsible for the EndMTs in cerebral AVMs. EC-specific suppression of Sox2 normalized endothelial differentiation and lumen formation and improved the cerebral AVMs. Epigenetic studies showed that induction of Sox2 altered the cerebral-endothelial transcriptional landscape and identified jumonji domain-containing protein 5 (JMJD5) as a direct target of Sox2. Sox2 interacted with JMJD5 to induce EndMTs in cerebral ECs. Furthermore, we utilized a high-throughput system to identify the β-adrenergic antagonist pronethalol as an inhibitor of Sox2 expression. Treatment with pronethalol stabilized endothelial differentiation and lumen formation, which limited the cerebral AVMs.

Introduction

Cerebral arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) are common human vascular abnormalities. Clinical observations reveal that the vascular network and lumen develop improperly in cerebral AVMs, resulting in ruptures and hemorrhagic strokes that lead to neurological defects (1). Evidence shows that endothelial cells (ECs) play a major role in cerebral AVMs (1–4), and several anomalies in ECs, including defects in proliferation (5, 6), polarization (7), differentiation (2), cell-cell interactions (8), and cell recruitment, have been documented in AVMs.

Under normal circumstances, endothelial differentiation is maintained to support vascular homeostasis and mature ECs coordinate and communicate with surrounding cells through cell-cell signaling (2, 3, 10–14). Disruptions in the signaling set the stage for vascular abnormalities. For example, excess endothelial bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) signaling and Notch signaling are known to cause cerebrovascular malformations (2, 14–16), and it has been reported that unwanted cell signaling changes endothelial fate in different forms of vascular disease and that ECs gain plasticity and undergo alternative lineage differentiation (14, 17, 18). However, it is unclear whether such unwanted cell signaling alters endothelial characteristics in cerebral AVMs and how the ECs become direct pathogenic factors in such malformations.

Different vessels are precisely defined by the lumen size and distributed in the tissues to support the circulation of blood. Lumen formation is tightly controlled by lumen-associated genes, such as β1 integrin, Par-3 family cell polarity regulator (Par3), and cytoskeletal regulator Ras interacting protein 1 (Rasip1) (19–21). These genes regulate interactions and polarization of ECs, and alterations in their expression cause lumen disruption (19–21). In AVMs, arterial-venous shunts directly connect the feeding arteries and collecting veins, bypassing the capillary networks. The lumens of the arterial-venous shunts are larger than normal capillaries and allow the blood flow to make shortcuts through the tissue, resulting in impaired delivery of oxygen and nutrients to the affected tissues. In addition, the abnormal vessels frequently leak and rupture, causing further injury to the tissues. To this point, AVMs have not been seen as aberrations of lumen formation, and it is poorly understood how endothelial differentiation is linked to lumen formation in AVMs. Here, we demonstrate that excess endothelial Sry-box 2 (Sox2) alters the transcriptional landscape to induce endothelial-mesenchymal transitions (EndMTs), which cause aberrations in the lumen formation or “lumen disorder” in cerebral AVMs. Limiting EndMTs by suppressing Sox2 in the cerebral endothelium improves the lumen disorder and in turn cerebral AVMs.

Results

Sox2 and mesenchymal marker emerge in the endothelium of human cerebral AVMs. To determine the characteristics of ECs in human cerebral AVMs, we examined the expression of documented hallmarks of EndMTs (17, 18, 22). The results revealed that the expression of the stem cell marker Sox2 and the mesenchymal marker N-cadherin emerged in the lesions of cerebral AVMs, as determined by immunostaining, flow cytometric analysis, and real-time PCR (Figure 1, A, B, and D). The results also showed that both Sox2 and N-cadherin colocalized with the endothelial marker CD31 (Figure 1, A and B). HTB133, a breast cancer cell line with high expression of N-cadherin, was used as a positive control for N-cadherin staining (Figure 1A; ref. 23). Furthermore, our
between P2 and P30. The results revealed an increase in Sox2 expression in the Mgp –/– cerebral ECs, with a pattern similar to that seen with the expression of MGP in WT (Mgp +/+) control cells (Figure 2, A and B). The presence of cerebral AVMs with high expression of Sox2 allowed us to use the Mgp –/– mice to test the hypothesis that excess Sox2 disrupts EC differentiation and causes abnormal lumens in cerebral AVMs.

We selectively limited Sox2 expression in Mgp –/– ECs by breeding Mgp+/– and Cdh5creSox2fl/WT mice. The results of real-time PCR showed an induction of the mesenchymal markers Slug, Twist, SM22α, smooth muscle actin, calponin, and smoothelin (Figure 1D) and a reduction of the endothelial markers vWF, Tie2, and VE-cadherin (Figure 1C) in cerebral AVMs, suggesting that the ECs in cerebral AVMs are subject to mesenchymal transitions. We examined the relationship between these markers and the lumen formation in human cerebral AVMs. We performed correlation analysis to assess the expression of Sox2 and N-cadherin with that of the lumen-associated gene Par3. The results showed strong positive correlations between excess Sox2, N-cadherin, and Par3 (Figure 1, E and F), pointing to the possibility that excess Sox2 induces EndMTs that lead to disruptions in lumen formation and cerebral AVMs (Figure 1G).

Limiting endothelial Sox2 improves lumen formation and cerebral AVMs. We investigated the role of Sox2 in cerebral AVMs using the matrix Gla protein null (Mgp–/) mouse, a model of cerebral AVMs (2). At 4 weeks of age, Mgp–/– mice develop severe cerebral AVMs with enlarged vessels and direct connections between arteries and veins (2). We examined the time course of Sox2 expression in cerebral ECs isolated from the Mgp–/– mice between P2 and P30. The results revealed an increase in Sox2 expression in the Mgp–/– cerebral ECs, with a pattern similar to that seen with the expression of MGP in WT (Mgp+/+) control cells (Figure 2, A and B). The presence of cerebral AVMs with high expression of Sox2 allowed us to use the Mgp–/– mice to test the hypothesis that excess Sox2 disrupts EC differentiation and causes abnormal lumens in cerebral AVMs.

We selectively limited Sox2 expression in Mgp–/– ECs by breeding Mgp+/– and Cdh5creSox2fl/WT mice. The results of real-time PCR and immunostaining showed that the elevated Sox2 expression was abolished in the cerebral ECs of Cdh5creSox2fl/WTMgp–/– mice (Figure 2, C and D), confirming that the Cdh5-Cre limited Sox2 expression in Mgp–/– ECs. Immunostaining for the endothelial marker CD31 further showed enlarged vascular lumens in the Cdh5creSox2fl/WTMgp–/– cerebrum (Figure 2D). In Cdh5creSox2fl/WTMgp–/– mice, depletion of Sox2 decreased the lumen size to a range comparable to that of mice with MGP (Figure 2D). The cerebral AVMs were characterized by enlarged vessels, niduses of enlarged and tortuous blood vessels, and abnormal direct connections between arteries and veins (Figure 2E), as previously described for the Mgp–/–
We also examined the formation of cerebral capillaries, in which the lumen size ranged from 5 to 10 μm, by using μCT. The frequency of capillaries did not differ between mice with and without MGP, and depletion of Sox2 had no apparent effect on vessels with lumen size 5 to 10 μm when compared with the effect on the vessels with lumen size 20 to 25 μm (Figure 2H). Altered expression levels of VEGF has previously been reported in capillary rarefaction (25). Therefore, we examined the cerebral expression of VEGF and found no significant changes in VEGF between WT and Mgp–/– mice, with or without depletion of Sox2 (Figure 2I), suggesting that lumen disorder in these mice does not involve capillaries.

To assess for possible EndMTs in the cerebral endothelium, we isolated CD31-positive cerebral ECs from Mgp–/– and Mgp+/+ mice (Figure 3A) and examined the expression of mesenchymal and endothelial markers. The result showed an increase in the mesenchymal markers CD10, CD44, CD71, c-kit, CD90, Sca1, Klf4, Slug, N-cadherin, Twist, SM22α, smooth muscle actin, calponin, smoothelin, and c-Myc, but a decrease in the endothelial markers. We also examined the brain vasculature of Cdh5 cre Sox2fl/WTMgp–/– mice by μCT imaging, which revealed a significant improvement in lumen formation and cerebral AVMs (Figure 2, E and F). Radius analysis in Cdh5 cre Sox2fl/WTMgp–/– mice showed an increased frequency of brain vessels with lumen sizes between 20 and 50 μM, which identified cerebral AVMs (2). Suppressing Sox2 diminished this increase in the Cdh5 cre Sox2fl/WTMgp–/– mice (Figure 2F), further confirming that Sox2 suppression improved lumen formation and reduced cerebral AVMs.

For comparison, we examined the brain vasculature of Cdh5 cre Sox2fl/WTMgp–/– mice by μCT imaging, which revealed a significant improvement in lumen formation and cerebral AVMs (Figure 2, E and F). Radius analysis in Cdh5 cre Sox2fl/WTMgp–/– mice showed an increased frequency of brain vessels with lumen sizes between 20 and 50 μM, which identified cerebral AVMs (2). Suppressing Sox2 diminished this increase in the Cdh5 cre Sox2fl/WTMgp–/– mice (Figure 2F), further confirming that Sox2 suppression improved lumen formation and reduced cerebral AVMs.

Figure 2. Suppression of Sox2 reduces cerebral AVMs. (A) Time-course expression of MGP in cerebral ECs of WT mice (n = 6). (B) Time-course expression of Sox2 in cerebral ECs of WT (Mgp+/+) and Mgp–/– mice (n = 6). (C and D) Decreased expression of Sox2 in cerebral ECs of Cdh5 cre Sox2fl/WTMgp–/– mice detected by real-time (C) PCR and (D) immunostaining (n = 5). CD31 (green) was used as an endothelial marker. Scale bars: 100 μm. Asterisk indicates arteriovenous shunt with enlarged lumen. (E) μCT images of the cerebral vasculature in mice with colors reflecting the vessel radii (n = 3). Scale bar: 1 mm. (F) Frequency of vessels with different radii in the cerebrum of mice detected by μCT imaging (n = 3). (G) Arteriovenous shunting examined by UV-fluorescent microsphere passage in lungs and kidneys (n = 8). BF, bright field. (H) Frequency of capillaries ranging from 5 to 10 μm and small arteries ranging from 20 to 25 μm in the cerebrum of mice examined by μCT imaging (n = 3). (I) Expression of VEGF in brain, as determined by real-time PCR (n = 5). Data shown in C, H, and I were analyzed by 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. Data are shown by box and whisker plots. The bounds of the boxes represent the upper and lower quartiles. The lines in the boxes represent the median, and the whiskers represent the maximum and minimal values. ***P < 0.001.
The analysis showed that the induction of Sox2 and N-cadherin strongly correlated with the increased frequency of 20 to 50 μM vessels (Figure 3, D and E), suggesting that the disordered lumen is related to alterations in endothelial differentiation. We further isolated cerebral ECs coexpressing Sox2 and N-cadherin from Mgp–/– mice (Figure 3F), and examined the lumen-associated genes Rasip1, Par3, and β1 integrin. We found that all these genes were significantly increased in the Sox2+N-cadherin+ cerebral ECs (Figure 3G), suggesting that EndMTs in cerebral ECs cause lumen disorder. We also examined the expression of mesenchymal and stem cell markers and lumen-associated genes in the cerebral markers vWF, Tie2, and VE-cadherin in Mgp+/+ ECs (Figure 3, B and C), suggesting ongoing EndMTs. The stem cell marker Oct3/4 showed no change in the Mgp+/+ ECs (Figure 3B). We also examined the expression of the lymphatic endothelial markers Prox1, Foxc2, Sox18, and Lyve1, but these genes were not induced in the Mgp+/+ cerebral ECs (Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available online with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/JCI125965DS1), suggesting that cerebral AVMs in Mgp+/+ mice did not adopt lymphatic characteristics.

We then assessed the relationship between the expression of Sox2 and N-cadherin and the frequency of 20 to 50 μM vessels. The analysis showed that the induction of Sox2 and N-cadherin strongly correlated with the increased frequency of 20 to 50 μM vessels (Figure 3, D and E), suggesting that the disordered lumen is related to alterations in endothelial differentiation. We further isolated cerebral ECs coexpressing Sox2 and N-cadherin from Mgp+/+ mice (Figure 3F), and examined the lumen-associated genes Rasip1, Par3, and β1 integrin. We found that all these genes were significantly increased in the Sox2+N-cadherin+ cerebral ECs (Figure 3G), suggesting that EndMTs in cerebral ECs cause lumen disorder. We also examined the expression of mesenchymal and stem cell markers and lumen-associated genes in the cerebral...
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The results showed that the induction of the mesenchymal and stem cell markers as well as the lumen-associated genes was abolished in the Mgp−/− cerebral ECs by the endothelial-specific deletion of Sox2 (Figure 3, H and I). Together, the results suggested that excess Sox2 triggers cerebral ECs to undergo mesenchymal transitions and cause lumen disorder in cerebral AVMs.

Since MGP is a BMP inhibitor (26), we determined whether depletion of Sox2 altered BMP activity by examining the phosphorylation of mothers against decapentaplegic homolog 1/5/8 (pSMAD1/5/8) in cerebral ECs. The results showed no differences in pSMAD1/5/8 levels between Cdh5crSox2WT Mgp−/− and Cdh5crSox2WT Mgp+/+ cerebral ECs, as determined by immunoblotting (Supplemental Figure 2A), suggesting that depletion of Sox2 does not directly regulate BMP signaling.

**Figure 4. Excess Sox2 alters the transcriptional landscape of Mgp−/− cerebral ECs and activates JMJD5.** (A) Heatmap showing the densities at Sox2-binding sites in cerebral ECs obtained from ChIP-Seq data. Blue indicates a low level and red a high level. (B) Heatmap showing occupancy of H3K27m3 and H3K4m3 in cerebral ECs, as obtained from ChIP-Seq data. Blue indicates a low level and red a high level. (C) Profile of occupancy of H3K27m3 and H3K4m3 around Sox2-binding sites ± 3 kb. (D) Gene ontology analysis showing the genes with increased Sox2 binding and changes of bivalent marks in regulatory regions in cerebral ECs. (E) Plots of Sox2, H3K4m3, and H3K27m3 at JMJD5 loci in Mgp−/− and Mgp+/+ cerebral ECs. (F and G) Expression of JMJD5 in Mgp−/− and Mgp+/+ cerebral ECs as shown by (F) immunostaining and (G) immunoblotting (n = 5). Scale bars: 100 μm. (H) Suppression of Sox2 abolished the increase of JMJD5 in Mgp−/− cerebral ECs, as detected by real-time PCR (n = 5) and analyzed by 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. Data are shown by box and whisker plots. The bounds of the boxes represent upper and lower quartiles. The lines in the boxes represent the median, and the whiskers represent the maximum and minimal values. **P < 0.001.

**ECs of the Cdh5crSox2WT Mgp−/− mice by real-time PCR.**

The results showed that the induction of the mesenchymal and stem cell markers as well as the lumen-associated genes was abolished in the Mgp−/− cerebral ECs by the endothelial-specific deletion of Sox2 (Figure 3, H and I). Together, the results suggested that excess Sox2 triggers cerebral ECs to undergo mesenchymal transitions and cause lumen disorder in cerebral AVMs.

Since MGP is a BMP inhibitor (26), we determined whether depletion of Sox2 altered BMP activity by examining the phosphorylation of mothers against decapentaplegic homolog 1/5/8 (pSMAD1/5/8) in cerebral ECs. The results showed no differences in pSMAD1/5/8 levels between Cdh5crSox2WT Mgp−/− and Cdh5crSox2WT Mgp+/+ cerebral ECs, as determined by immunoblotting (Supplemental Figure 2A), suggesting that depletion of Sox2 does not directly regulate BMP signaling.

**Excess Sox2 alters the transcriptional landscape in Mgp−/− cerebral ECs and induces JMJD5.** Sox2 transcriptional activity is involved in developmental processes, cell reprograming, and cell-cell transdifferentiation (22, 27–32). Therefore, we examined the transcriptional activity of excess Sox2 in Mgp−/− cerebral ECs using ChIP with parallel DNA sequencing (ChIP-Seq). Mgp−/− cerebral ECs were used as controls. The results revealed significant changes in Sox2-enriched peaks in the Mgp−/− cerebral ECs and increases in Sox2 DNA binding in the promoter region of 135 targeted genes (Figure 4A). To evaluate the chromatin state in the presence of excess Sox2, we performed ChIP-Seq to examine bivalent marks including trimethylated
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histone H3 lysine 4 (H3K4me3) associated with active transcription and H3K27me3 associated with closed chromatin. In Mgp−/− cerebral ECs, the results showed that the deposition of H3K4me3 increased in 5955 genes and the deposition of H3K27me3 decreased in 25468 genes (Figure 4, B–D), suggesting a marked alteration of the chromatin status and the endothelial transcriptional landscape.

We analyzed the effects of Sox2 binding on the chromatin state of these genes and identified 95 genes on which excess Sox2

Figure 5. Sox2/JMJD5 prompts ECs to undergo mesenchymal transitions, resulting in lumen disorder. (A) MGP expression and pSMAD1/5/8 levels in HBMECs after depletion of MGP using CRISPR/Cas9 (MGP CRISPR) (n = 5). (B) Coimmunofluorescent staining of CD31 (green) and N-cadherin (red) in MGP CRISPR cells. HBMECs were used as controls (n = 10). Scale bars: 100 μm. (C) Alizarin red staining of MGP CRISPR cells after treatment with osteogenic media (top). Coimmunofluorescent staining of CD31 (green) and neurofilament (red) in MGP CRISPR cells after treatment with neurogenic media (bottom). HBMECs were used as controls (n = 3). Scale bars: 100 μm. (D) Expression of the adipogenic markers PPARγ and C/EBP in MGP CRISPR cells after treatment with adipogenic media (n = 3). (E) Flow cytometric analysis of MGP CRISPR cells. HBMECs were used as controls (n = 3). (F) Increased expression of the lumen-associated genes Par3 and Rasip1 in Sox2 and N-cadherin double-positive cells isolated from MGP CRISPR cells (n = 6). (G) Suppression of Sox2 expression by siRNA (si) decreases expression of JMJD5, N-cadherin, Par3, and Rasip1 in MGP CRISPR cells, as shown by immunoblotting (n = 6). (H) Limiting JMJD5 expression by siRNA decreases the expression of N-cadherin, Par3, and Rasip1 in MGP CRISPR cells, as shown by immunoblotting (n = 3). (I) Coimmunoprecipitation of Sox2 and JMJD5 from lysed MGP CRISPR cells as shown by immunoblotting. HBMECs were used as controls (n = 3). (J) Sox2 DNA-binding site in the promoter of the N-cadherin gene. (K) ChIP assay of Sox2 DNA-binding in the promoter of N-cadherin using enriched genomics DNA from MGP CRISPR cells with or without transfection of Sox2 siRNA. Genomics DNA was enriched by using anti-Sox2 (a-Sox2) or anti-JMJD5 (a-JMJD5) antibodies (n = 3). (L) Schematic diagram: Sox2 induces and interacts with JMJD5 to induce EndMTs. Data shown in A, D, and F were analyzed by Student’s t test. Data shown in K was analyzed by 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. Data are shown by box and whisker plots. The bounds of the boxes represent upper and lower quartiles. The lines in the boxes represent the median, and the whiskers represent the maximum and minimal values. ***P < 0.001.
binding increased H3K4me3 or decreased H3K27me3 deposition or both in the promoter regions (Figure 4D). Gene ontology analysis and pathway enrichment showed that these genes participate in stem cell pathways and epithelial-mesenchymal cell signaling (Figure 4D), suggesting that excess Sox2 activated signaling pathways for mesenchymal differentiation in \( \text{Mgp}^{-/-} \) cerebral ECs.

We analyzed the ChIP-Seq data and identified a gene called jumonji domain–containing protein 5 (JMJD5), which had increased unique Sox2 binding in the promoter (Figure 4E). The increased occupancy of H3K4me3 and the decreased occupancy of H3K27me3 around the JMJD5 locus showed that these bivalent marks primed the activation of gene expression (Figure 4E). We then examined the expression of JMJD5 in \( \text{Mgp}^{-/-} \) cerebral ECs by immunostaining and immunoblotting, which showed significant increases in JMJD5 expression (Figure 4, F and G). EC-specific Sox2 deletion abolished the induction of JMJD5 in \( \text{Cdh5}^{+/-}\)Sox2\(^{WT}\) cerebral ECs (Figure 4H). Together, the results identified JMJD5 as a direct downstream target of Sox2 in cerebral ECs.

JMJD5 activates mesenchymal differentiation in brain ECs. To determine the role of JMJD5 in EC differentiation and lumen formation, we generated a human brain microvascular EC (HBMEC) line depleted of MGP using the CRISPR/Cas9 approach (Figure 5A). The cells were referred to as MGP CRISPR cells. Since MGP is a BMP inhibitor (26), the phosphorylation of SMAD1/5/8 was significantly increased in the MGP CRISPR cells (Figure 5A), confirming the efficiency of MGP depletion.

The MGP CRISPR cells showed high expression of N-cadherin as compared with control cells (Figure 5B), suggesting acquired mesenchymal transition. When treated with osteogenic, neurogenic, or adipogenic induction medium, the MGP CRISPR cells responded to
precipitation of lysed MGP CRISPR cells using anti-JMJD5 or anti-Sox2 antibodies, followed by immunoblotting. The results showed that Sox2 and JMJD5 interact in MGP CRISPR cells (Figure 5I). To confirm the interaction, we identified a Sox2 DNA–binding site in the promoter of the N-cadherin gene (Figure 5J) and examined the DNA binding of Sox2 and JMJD5 to this site by using ChIP assays. The specific antibodies to Sox2 or JMJD5 were used to enrich the genomic DNA from MGP CRISPR cells, and normal HBMECs were used as control. The results showed that both Sox2 and JMJD5 pulled down the DNA that contained a Sox2 DNA–binding site in the N-cadherin promoter (Figure 5K). We further depleted Sox2 in the MGP CRISPR cells by using siRNA and found that Sox2 depletion abolished both Sox2 and JMJD5 DNA–binding around the Sox2-binding site in the N-cadherin promoter (Figure 5K). The results suggested that Sox2 not only induces JMJD5, but also recruits and interacts with JMJD5 in the regulation of EndMTs (Figure 5L).

Further analysis of the MGP CRISPR cells showed that Sox2 was highly induced, as determined by flow cytometric analysis (Figure 5E), and that the lumen-associated genes Par3 and Rasip1 were increased in Sox2‘N-cadherin’ MGP CRISPR cells (Figure 5F). We found that the depletion of Sox2 in the MGP CRISPR cells abolished the induction of JMJD5 (Figure 5G), confirming that JMJD5 is a direct target of Sox2. Sox2 depletion also abolished the induction of N-cadherin, Par3, and Rasip1 (Figure 5G). As expected, depletion of JMJD5 diminished the abnormal expression of N-cadherin, Par3, and Rasip1 (Figure 5H), suggesting that JMJD5 induction by Sox2 was necessary to cause the changes in EC fate.

To determine whether there is direct protein-protein interaction between Sox2 and JMJD5, we performed coimmunoprecipitation of lysed MGP CRISPR cells using anti-JMJD5 or anti-Sox2 antibodies, followed by immunoblotting. The results suggest that ECs with EndMTs in cerebral AVMS gain the capacity of mesenchymal differentiation.

Figure 7. Pronethalol improves cerebral AVMS in Mgp–/– mice. (A) Pronethalol decreases arteriovenous shunting in Mgp–/– mice, as demonstrated by UV-fluorescent microsphere injections (n = 5). Scale bars: 1 mm. (B) Relative density of retained fluorescent microspheres in the brains of Mgp+/+ and Mgp–/– mice after treatment with pronethalol (n = 5). (C) μCT images of the cerebral vasculature with colors reflecting the vessel radii from Mgp+/+ and Mgp–/– mice with or without treatment with pronethalol (n = 3). Scale bars: 1 mm. (D) Frequency of vessels with different radii in the cerebra of mice detected by μCT imaging (n = 3). (E) Expression of Sox2, JMJD5, N-cadherin, and Par3 in cerebral ECs isolated from Mgp+/+ and Mgp–/– mice that were treated with pronethalol (n = 6). (F and G) Arteriovenous shunting examined by UV-fluorescent microsphere passage in lungs and kidneys (n = 4). Data shown in B and E were analyzed by 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. Data are shown by box and whisker plots. The bounds of the boxes represent upper and lower quartiles. The lines in the boxes represent the median, and the whiskers represent the maximum and minimal values. ***P < 0.001.
Pronethalol inhibits Sox2 expression, stabilizes EC fate, and improves lumen formation. Our results indicated that excess Sox2 constituted a key factor in the development of cerebral AVMs and might be a target for AVM therapies. Therefore, we explored whether chemical compounds could inhibit Sox2 expression and improve cerebral AVMs, which might signify potential for clinical translation. To identify chemical compounds that repress Sox2 expression, we created a high-throughput robotic model by using the ReNcell VM cell line (Figure 6A). The ReNcell VM cells are a human neural progenitor cell line, in which Sox2 is highly and consistently expressed (33). We treated the ReNcell VM cells with pronethalol and showed EGFP expression in a dose- and time-dependent manner (Figure 6, E and F).

To determine whether pronethalol also affected the MGP CRISPR cells, we treated HBMECs and MGP CRISPR cells with 10 μM pronethalol for 2 days. Immunoblotting showed that the treatment abolished the induction of Sox2, JMJD5, N-cadherin, Par3, and Rasipl in the MGP CRISPR cells (Figure 6G), suggesting that pronethalol is an inhibitor of Sox2 expression that might stabilize EC fate and lumen formation.

Pronethalol inhibiting Sox2 expression does not involve β-adrenergic receptors. To investigate whether pronethalol inhibited Sox2 expression through the adrenergic signaling pathway, we individually depleted β1-, β2-, and β3-adrenergic receptors in the pronethalol-treated ReNcell VM cells or MGP CRISPR cells using siRNAs. When compared with scrambled siRNA, the selected siRNAs resulted in an 90% to 95% decrease in mRNA, as determined by real-time PCR (Figure 6, H–J and L–N). The results showed that the depletion of these receptors had no effect on Sox2 expression (Figure 6K and Figure 6O), suggesting that pronethalol exerts its effect through other pathways. Our previous studies have demonstrated that BMP induces Sox2 in aortic calcification (22) and also show that BMP increases Notch signaling in cerebral ECs (2). These studies point to the possibility that the crosstalk between BMP and Notch induces Sox2 and that pronethalol might disrupt this crosstalk to suppress Sox2 expression.

Pronethalol hydrochloride improves cerebral AVMs. To determine whether pronethalol improved cerebral AVMs in vivo, we treated Mgrp−/− mice with 0.15 mg/g pronethalol daily. After 14 days of treatment, we first examined the cerebral AVMs using the injection of GFP-labeled microspheres. The results showed that the microspheres were retained in the brain tissues of Mgrp−/− mice that had been treated with pronethalol (Figure 7A and B), suggesting that pronethalol improved the cerebral capillary network. We also examined the brain vasculature using μCT imaging. The results revealed a significant improvement of the cerebral AVMs in Mgrp−/− mice treated with pronethalol (Figure 7C). Analysis of the lumen radius showed a decrease in the frequency of 20 to 50 μm vessels (Figure 7D). We also isolated Mgrp−/− cerebral ECs and found that pronethalol decreased the expression of Sox2, JMJD5, N-cadherin, and Par3 (Figure 7E). However, pronethalol had no effect on the pulmonary and renal AVMs in Mgrp−/− mice, as determined by injection of GFP-labeled microspheres (Figure 7, F and G). Furthermore, pronethalol had no effect on the BPM activity in the Mgrp−/− cerebral ECs, as shown by immunoblotting of pSMAD1/5/8 (Supplemental Figure 2B). Together, the results showed that pronethalol limited Sox2 induction, EndMTs, and lumen disorder in cerebral AVMs.
Antagonists of β-adrenergic receptor inhibit Sox2 expression. To determine whether other antagonists or agonists of the β-adrenergic receptors affected Sox2 expression, we treated the ReNCell VM cells individually with 10 μM of the β-agonist isoproterenol or 10 μM of the β-antagonists nebivolol, acutolol, atenolol, bisoprolol, carvedilol, labetalol, propranolol, metoprolol, nadolol, and sotalol. The results revealed a range of Sox2 inhibition by the different antagonists (Figure 8A). Propranolol, metoprolol, nadolol, and sotalol were the strongest Sox2 inhibitors beside pronethalol (Figure 8A). Sox2 expression was not affected by the β-agonist isoproterenol (Figure 8A), suggesting again that the β-adrenergic receptors were not involved in the Sox2 inhibition. We also treated MGP CRISPR cells with the same set of β-antagonists and agonist, and found a similar range of Sox2 inhibition (Figure 8B).

To determine whether these β-antagonists affected the Sox2 target genes, we treated MGP CRISPR cells with 10 μM propranolol or nadolol. The results showed that propranolol and nadolol decreased the expression of JMJD5, N-cadherin, and Par3 (Figure 8C), suggesting that these β-antagonists decrease EndMTs and might improve lumen formation.

Discussion

Maintenance of endothelial lineage is critical for vascularization and vascular homeostasis. Arranged in a single layer that serve as an interface between the vascular wall and bloodstream, the ECs are constantly influenced by hemodynamic forces and inflammatory stimuli. The environment requires that the endothelium is maintained in an appropriate differentiation stage that is able to support both a normal endothelial life span and the necessary turnover, allowing the ECs to participate in angiogenesis and vascular repair. Without proper differentiation, the ECs may become a driver of pathogenesis leading to vascular disease. Previous studies have shown that ECs with mesenchymal and stem cell–like characteristics contribute to cerebral cavernous malformation, atherosclerosis, and the human genetic disorder fibrodysplasia ossificans progressiva (14, 18, 34). Moreover, ECs undergoing mesenchymal differentiation have been traced in studies of vascular calcification, where ECs gain multipotency and contribute osteoprogenitors to the calcifying process (17, 22, 35, 36). Here, we show the emergence of mesenchymal stem cell markers in the endothelium of cerebral AVMs, which indicate a change in the endothelial fate through EndMTs.

Furthermore, we show that these changes in cell fate cause disruption in the lumen formation, or lumen disorder, in cerebral AVMs.

Differently sized lumens develop in support of the circulating blood and the coordination between the vessels and nearby tissues. The lumen size can range from 10 μm in capillaries, allowing only single cells to pass, to centimeters in aorta and its branches. The majority of lumens in the brain vasculature range between 10 and 50 μm (Figure 2); these include small arteries, capillaries, and small veins. In the Mgp–/– mice, a mouse model of AVMs, we document a significant increase in the number of vessels with lumen size 20 to 50 μm (Figure 2). These lumen sizes reflect arteriovenous shunts bypassing the 10 μm capillaries. We also show that a normalization of the vascular lumen improves cerebral AVMs (Figure 7). We argue that the lumen disorder is an important characteristic of AVMs and that AVMs may be better evaluated by systematically assessing the vascular lumen sizes in tissues.

Located in the innermost layer of the vessel wall, the ECs are important components in lumen formation. Tight EC-EC junctions, EC polarity, and the extracellular matrix surrounding the ECs all contribute to lumen construction (37). Previous studies have identified lumen-associated genes in ECs, such as the polarity proteins β1-integrin, Par3, and Rasip1 (19, 21, 38). In addition, the level of phosphorylated myosin light chain, a downstream target of Rasip1, is an indicator of lumen formation. Lumen construction requires the ECs to respond to demands from the surrounding cells, and abnormally differentiated ECs directly derive lumen formation. Here, we show that a dramatic change in endothelial fate disrupts the expression of lumen-associated genes, resulting in the lumen disorder in cerebral AVMs. Normalizing EC fate by reducing Sox2 expression corrects the lumen formation and improves AVMs.

EndMTs may directly contribute to vessel enlargement through different mechanisms. First, EndMTs are associated with an increase in proliferation, which has been reported in vascular malformations (14). The increase in cell number is likely to enlarge the luminal surface area and the lumen of the vessel. In the case of MGP deficiency, the proliferation may also be enhanced by increased activity of BMP4 that is normally inhibited by MGP. BMP4 stimulates proliferation of vascular progenitor cells and overall vascular growth (24, 39). However, it has also been reported that cell proliferation is not required for the formation of arteriovenous shunts; rather, what is required is an increase in cell size (40). EndMTs could also enhance this aspect, since EndMTs have been associated with loss of adhesion and increased flexibility in cell shape (18) as well as protease induction and destruction of the basement membrane and the surrounding matrix (22). In addition, flow-responsive signaling pathways may perpetuate and enhance abnormalities linked to EndMTs, creating local conditions that allow the malformations to develop.

The Sox transcription factors are well-known cell-fate regulators, characterized by a DNA-binding high mobility group (HMG) box domain (41, 42). Members of Sox family, such as Sox7, Sox17, and Sox18, constitute important factors for arterial-venous EC specification and the development of lymphatic and vascular structures (43–46). During development, the expression of Sox2 is sustained along the ectoderm (42), where organs emerge from interactions between the epithelium and the mesenchyme (47). Sox2 has also been shown to be essential for differentiation of multiple lineages (29, 47–50), somatic cell reprogramming (42), and cell fate transitions (51, 52). In this study, we identified excess Sox2 signaling in cerebral AVMs, which disrupted the transcriptional landscape of EC differentiation and led to emerging mesenchymal characteristics in the cerebral ECs. We also observed that the induction of Sox2 was accompanied by an induction of the stem cell markers Klf4 and c-Myc, but not of Oct3/4. Oct3/4, Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc, referred to as the Yamanaka factors, are used to induce pluripotency in somatic cells (53). It is possible that, without the induction of Oct3/4, the Sox2-induced EndMTs may be limited in regard to differentiation potential. We argue that better understanding of cell differentiation subsequent to EndMTs would be helpful for countering pathological processes caused by EndMTs.

Sox2 may participate in crosstalk with other signaling pathways in AVMs, such as the RAS/MAPK pathway. Gene mutations in the RAS/MAPK pathway, such as KRAS, NRAS, BRAF, and MAP2K1, have been found to cause sporadic vascular malforma-
tions (54). Mutations of MAP2K1 in somatic cells are also associated with extracranial AVMs (55), and mutations of RASA1 are associated with capillary AVMs (56). Interestingly, Sox2 has been identified in crosstalks with the MAPK pathway during regulation of mesenchymal characteristics in tumor cells (57), and activation of the MAPK pathway regulates the proliferation and differentiation of Sox2-positive cells (58). Levels of Sox2 strongly affect tumorigenesis induced by KRAS activation (59), and elevated Sox2 inhibits osteoblastic differentiation through the MAPK pathway (60). Thus, it would be of interest to explore the interaction between Sox2 and the RAS/MAPK pathways in cerebral AVMs.

We found that Sox2 directly regulates JMJD5 expression and activates the expression of mesenchymal markers in ECs. JMJD5 has been previously identified as a histone demethylase in the regulation of cancer cell proliferation (61), embryonic development (62), and pluripotency in embryonic stem cells (63). We showed that JMJD5 is induced by excess Sox2 and provided JMJD5 as a Sox2 downstream target that worked together with Sox2 in the transcriptional regulation of cell differentiation.

Our results showed that genetic suppression of Sox2 in the endothelium improved cerebral AVMs. For potential clinical translation, we identified the chemical compound pronethalol as an inhibitor of Sox2 expression using a high-throughput technique and showed that it improves cerebral AVMs in Mgp−/− mice. Pronethalol is an antagonist of β-adrenergic receptors (64) and has been reported to successfully treat cardiovascular disease in animal models (64). However, neurological side effects in clinical trials and moderately potent carcinogenesis in mice are limiting factors in long-term treatment with pronethalol (64). It is possible that the side effects of pronethalol may be related to Sox2 expression, since Sox2 is an important factor in the development of the neurological system (29) and carcinogenesis (52). Compared with the dose in previous studies, we used a much lower dose of pronethalol, which may reduce the risk of potential side effects. Furthermore, it is possible that other β-adrenergic receptor blockers are as efficient as pronethalol in regard to Sox2 expression, but without the side effects. For example, propranolol has a β-blocking activity similar to that of pronethalol, but without the tumorigenic effects (64). Indeed, a number of β-adrenergic receptor blockers inhibit the expression of Sox2 (Figure 8) and might exert part of their clinical effects through Sox2 inhibition. Thus, the effects of β-adrenergic antagonists on cerebral AVMs need further investigation.

Altogether, we find that excess Sox2 signaling alters the transcriptional landscape of brain ECs and causes lumen disorder in cerebral AVMs. Suppression of Sox2 expression normalizes EC differentiation and lumen formation, thereby improving cerebral AVMs.

Methods

Animals. Mgp−/− (B6.129S7-Mgptm1Kry/Kbos), Cdh5cre (B6.Cg-Tg(Cdh5-cre)7Mliar/J), and Sox2flo/fl (Sox2tm1.1Lan/J) mice on a C57BL/6J background were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory. Genotypes were confirmed by PCR (65), and experiments were performed with generation F4–F6. Littermates were used as WT controls. All mice were fed a standard chow diet (catalog 8604, HarlanTeklad Laboratory).

Lesions of human cerebral AVMs. Deidentified specimens were obtained from the Department of Pathology, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA.

Tissue culture. HBMECs were purchased from ScienCell Research Laboratories and cultured per the manufacturer’s protocol. For MGP depletion using CRISPR/Cas9 genomic editing, HBMECs were infected by lentiviral vectors that contained gRNA for exon 1 of the Mgp gene and Cas9 (Sigma-Aldrich). The infected cells were selected by puromycin. The positive clones were collected and expanded after 14 days of selection. The depletion of MGP was confirmed by real-time PCR. Transient transfections of HBMECs with siRNA (Silencer Pre-designed siRNA, Applied Biosystems) were optimized and performed as previously described (24). When compared with unrelated control siRNA and scrambled siRNA, the selected siRNAs resulted in a 90%–95% decrease in mRNA and protein levels, as determined by real-time PCR and immunoblotting, respectively. Silencer Pre-designed siRNAs were obtained for Sox2 and JMJD5.

µCT imaging. µCT was performed by Scanco USA Inc. Perfusion with the MICROFIL compound and preparation of the specimens were performed as previously described in detail (24). All the samples were scanned on a high-resolution, volumetric µCT scanner (µCT 40, Scanco Medical). The image data were acquired with the following parameters: 10 μm isotropic voxel resolution; 200 ms exposure time; 2,000 views; and 5 frames per view. The µCT-generated DICOM files were used to analyze the samples and to create volume renderings of the regions of interest. The raw data files were viewed using the MicroView 3-D volume viewer and analysis tool (GE Healthcare) and AltaViewer software. Additionally, images of the sample were generated using SCIRun (Scientific Computing and Imaging Institute).

Vascular shunting. Fluorescent microspheres of 15 μm (Invitrogen) were injected into the left ventricle immediately after sacrificing the mice, and the tissues were examined and photographed under UV light.

RNA analysis. Real-time PCR analysis was performed as previously described (66). GAPDH was used as a control gene (66). Primers and probes for mouse Sox2, N-cadherin, Rasip1, Par3, β1-integrin, c-kit, and JMJD5 were obtained from Applied Biosystems using TaqMan Gene Expression Assays.

Immunofluorescence. Immunofluorescence was performed as previously described in detail (17). We used specific antibodies for Sox2 (R&D Systems, catalog MAB2018), N-cadherin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog 33-3900), CD31 (Abcam, catalog ab32457) and JMJD5 (Abcam, catalog ab106391). Nuclei were stained with DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich).

Flow cytometric analysis. FACS analysis was performed as previously described (17). Cells were stained with FITC-, phycoerythrin-(PE-), or Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated antibodies against Sox2 (R&D Systems catalog MAB2018) and N-cadherin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog 33-3900). Nonspecific fluorochrome- and isotype-matched IgGs (BD Biosciences — Pharmingen) served as controls.

Immunoblotting. Immunoblotting was performed as previously described (17). Equal amounts of tissue lysates were used for immunoblotting. Blots were incubated with specific antibodies to Sox2 (R&D Systems, catalog MAB2018), JMJD5 (Abcam, catalog ab106391), N-cadherin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog 33-3900), Par3 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog PA5-45056), and Rasip1 (Invitrogen, catalog PA5-75798). β-Actin (1:5000 dilutions; Sigma-Aldrich, catalog A2228) was used as a loading control.

ChIP-Seq and ChIP assay. Specific antibodies were used to perform ChIP in order to enrich the genomic DNA from Mgp−/− and Mgp+/− cerebral ECs as described before (67). ChIP DNA were sequenced by the Technology Center for Genomics & Bioinformatics at UCLA.
High-throughput system for the compound screen. ReNcell VM cells (Millispore, SCC008) were stably infected with Sox2 promoter-driven GFP by using Sox2-GFP lentivirus (GeneCopoeia). Plates were coated with laminin (20 μg/ml) and washed with PBS twice using an ELx 405 plate washer (BioTek Instruments). Cells in 25 μl medium per well were loaded by Multidrop 384 (Thermo LabSystems). Then, chemical compounds were pinned to plates with media. GFP-positive ReNcell VM cells (positive control) and WT ReNcell VM cells (negative control) were also seeded. Plates were transferred to a Liconic STX 220 CO2 plate incubator, and incubated for at least 3 days. Plates were transferred and delivered by a Thermo Spinnaker robotic arm on a rail. GFP expression was determined and imaged using a Flex Station II and Victor 3V.

Statistics. Analyses were performed using GraphPad InStat, version 3.0 (GraphPad Software). Data were analyzed by either unpaired 2-tailed Student’s t test or 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison tests for statistical significance. Data are represented as mean ± SD. P values of less than 0.05 were considered significant, and experiments were repeated a minimum of 3 times.

Study approval. Studies were approved by the Institutional Review Board and conducted in accordance with the animal care guidelines set by the University of California, Los Angeles. The investigation conformed to guidelines in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (National Academies Press, 2011). Human specimens were not obtained specifically for this research, and none of the investigators involved in the research are able to ascertain the identity of the subjects. Human subject research exemptions were approved by the Office of Human Research Protection Program at UCLA.
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